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ambush Hunt quarry by stalking and ambushing.
Seven members of a patrol were killed in an ambush.

backlash Come back to the originator of an action with an undesired effect.
A public backlash against racism.

bounce Hit something so that it bounces.
The ball bounced away and he chased it.

bumpy Covered with or full of bumps.
The bumpy flight brought on a bout of airsickness.

distant (of a sound) faint because far away.
A distant cousin.

embedded
(of a microprocessor) designed and built as an integral part of a system or
device.
Confused by the embedded Latin quotations.

enclosed Closed in or surrounded or included within.
An enclosed yard.

far Remote in time.
The house was not too far away.

further
To or at a greater distance in time or space farther is used more frequently
than further in this physical sense.
The EU seems to have moved further away from the original aims.

hop The act of hopping jumping upward or forward especially on one foot.
Place the rabbit on the floor to have a hop around.

in A position of influence with someone powerful or famous.
Large shoulder pads are in.

included Enclosed in the same envelope or package.
All of Europe Britain included.
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jump Cause to jump or leap.
She will make a sponsored jump at Thruxton Airfield.

lay Locate an episode in a play novel etc in a particular place.
A lay opinion as to the cause of the disease.

leap A thing to be leaped over or from.
A leap of 10 feet.

locate Establish oneself or one’s business in a specified place.
They locate their policies in terms of wealth creation.

location A point or extent in space.
The location of new housing beyond the existing built up areas.

outside Functioning outside the boundaries or precincts of an organized unit.
The use of outside contractors will speed up the process.

place Score a goal by a place kick.
If you were in my place what would you do.

pounce A sudden swoop or spring.
As he watched a mink pounced on the vole.

rebound
The act of securing possession of the rebounding basketball after a missed
shot.
He proved that he can score and rebound as well as any of his peers.

recoil The action of recoiling.
If man upsets his planetary ecosystem it will automatically recoil upon him.

resurface Come back up to the surface of water.
He resurfaced under a false identity in Australia.

set Put or set seeds seedlings or plants into the ground.
Set this poem to music.

situate Situated.
Amy is now comfortably situated.

situated Situated in a particular spot or position.
Nicely situated on a quiet riverbank.

skip A light bouncing step a skipping movement.
Marian skipped half heartedly through the book.

spring The ability to spring back strongly elasticity.
In spring the garden is a feast of blossom.

stash A quantity of an illegal drug, especially one kept for personal use.
One prisoner tried to swallow his stash.

upstage Move upstage forcing the other actors to turn away from the audience.
He was upstage with strangers.
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